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After over 30 years of high-speed development, China has experienced significant slowdown in
economic growth and fading demographic dividend advantage, which results in bottlenecks to
domestic demand expansion. Downstream demand is poor in response to the China-US trade
war during the economic downturn and this adversely affects the chemical industry. Under
such circumstances, there comes rising export rebate rates and proposal of a 50% cut in car
purchase tax. Will these policies improve the bearish market? How about the market trend with
the new wave of chemical capacity expansions in China?
HIGHER EXPORT REBATE RATES TO ALLEVIATE
SUPPLY PRESSURE IN CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
On 22 October 2018, China’s Ministry of Finance and State
Administration of Taxation issued the Notice on Adjusting
Export Rebate Rates of Some Products (hereinafter
referred to as the Notice). Covering nearly 200 kinds of
chemicals and related products, the Notice takes effect as
from 1 November 2018.
■ The export rebate rate will rise to 16% from former 15%

and partial 13%, such as plastic articles.
■ The export rebate rate will rise to 10% with some to 13%

from former 9%, such as tyres.
■ The export rebate rate will rise to 6% with some to 10%

from former 5%, such as rubber products.

CURRENTLY, THE POLICY MAINLY BENEFITS
EXPORT-ORIENTED DOWNSTREAM
PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS AND
PETROCHEMICAL FEEDSTOCKS WITH LARGE
EXPORT VOLUMES.
Among China’s key export products, end-user products
such as plastic articles, textiles and fertilizers directly affect
demand trend in the chemical industry. The export value
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Take plastic products as an example. China produced 75.15m
tonnes of plastic articles in 2017, with 15.5% exported. An
additional tariff of 25% will be imposed on plastic articles
exported to the US as from 1 November 2019 because of the
China-US trade war. China’s export value of plastic articles
sold to the US accounted for around 22% of the total, and
the additional 25% tariff means that Chinese exporters will
suffer huge losses. On 5 September 2018, China’s Ministry
of Finance and State Administration of Taxation issued a
joint announcement on raising the export rebate rates of
electromechanical products, culture products, etc. According
to the announcement, the export rebate rate of some plastic
articles was adjusted from 5% to 9%, providing timely relieve
to related enterprises. After implementation of the policy,
China’s exports of plastic products in September increased
by 23.2% from a year ago, hitting the highest year-on-year
growth in September in the past 16 years. Meanwhile, both
sellers and buyers increased trade volumes in advance in
view of the upcoming additional tariff of 25% to be effected
in 2019, also contributing to the larger export volumes in
September and October.
HIGHER YEAR-ON-YEAR GROWTH OF PLASTIC
ARTICLES EXPORTS FROM SEP 2018
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of textile products is the largest, but export rebate rates in
the sector are generally 16% already, equivalent to zero
value added tax (VAT). Thus, plastic articles and packaging
materials are impacted the most by the policy.
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The higher export rebate rates enable most plastic articles
exported with zero VAT, with impact mainly lying in the
following three aspects:
■ The policy will relieve the financial pressure of

enterprises who export plastic articles to the US and
improve their profits in the face of the China-US trade war.
■ The policy buys time for enterprises who export plastic

articles to the US to adjust their export destinations, explore
new markets or seek opportunities for barter trade.
■ The policy somewhat alleviates pressure from slowing

consumption growths of upstream resins products such as
polyolefin and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS). Amid
the escalating China-US trade war, the market has been
filled with sentiment of risk aversion, but the policy will help
boost upstream participants’ enthusiasm.
China’s chemical industry development started late and
only a few products have achieved large-volume exports,
due to the fact that China has rich coal reserves but
insufficient oil and gas resources. Thus, although most
petrochemical raw materials are covered in the higher
export rebate policy, polyester (PET) products, polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) and acetic acid (AA) are major beneficiaries.
Among them, export volume of PET products is not only
huge but also accounts for a large share in the production.
PET products are mainly classified into fibre grade and
bottle grade. The new export rebate policy only boosts
exports of the latter, raising its export rebate rate from
13% to 16%. The current rate of fibre grade PET is 16%,
meaning no need for upward adjustment.
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China exported 1,987,000 tonnes of bottle grade PET in
2017, accounting for 27.8% of the country’s production,
according to ICIS supply and demand database. In the
short term, the higher rebate rate will definitely enhance
the price advantage of Chinese bottle grade PET, increase
profits and boost exports from China.

to explore overseas markets. Therefore, phenol exports
gradually increased, reaching a historical high of 57,000
tonnes in 2017, up by more than five times compared with
2009. With the higher export rebate rate, phenol exports
are likely to keep increasing in the future.
In the long term, the higher export rebate rates will
help alleviate oversupply pressure caused by the
booming capacity expansions in the future, enhance the
competitiveness of China’s petrochemical products in the
international market and enable more exports of Chinaorigin petrochemical products to the global market.

Bottle grade PET prices average around yuan (CNY) 9,090/
tonne at present. China’s average monthly export volume
was 180,000 tonnes in 2017. After the export rebate rate
is raised by three percentage points to 16%, the profits of
bottle grade PET are expected to increase by CNY42m/
month. Moreover, bottle grade PET producers are able
to adjust run rates flexibly in line with their profits. Thus,
they are likely to raise run rates given growing profits after
implementation of the new export rebate policy, and this will
increase demand for upstream ethylene glycol (MEG) and
purified terephthalic acid (PTA).

China is planning for seven world-class integrated refiningchemical bases during the 13th Five-year Plan period
(2016-2020). However, industry participants are concerned
about potential overcapacity of more petrochemical
products in the future, such as butadiene, styrene, paraxylene (PX). Take styrene with high trade activity as an
example. China’s styrene import dependence rate was
32.4% in 2017, with few exports. However, according to
ICIS supply and demand database, the production capacity
of styrene in China will exceed demand by 3m tonnes/
year by 2021. Moreover, about 97% of global styrene
expansions will be seen in China, while new downstream
capacities will be mainly built in the former USSR, the
Middle East, south America and Asia-Pacific region. In that
case, regional styrene trade surpluses in the world are
doomed to change.

In addition, some petrochemical products are facing
overcapacity, prompting many producers to explore
overseas markets in a bid to relieve domestic surplus
pressure. The new export rebate policy will accelerate
exports of these products. Take phenol as an example.
China’s phenol industry experienced concentrated
expansions during 2010-2015, but downstream demand did
not increase at the same pace. As a result, the domestic
market rapidly became saturated and oversupplied. Under
fierce competition, domestic phenol producers started
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PREVIOUS POLICY STIMULATES SALES VOLUME OF
PASSENGER VEHCILE

GROWTH RATE OF CARS PARC PER THOUSAND
PEOPLE SLOWS DOWN
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The new trade surplus pattern is set to bring new trade
opportunities. China’s styrene is likely to become more
attractive in the global market with the rising export rebate
rate and domestic capacity expansion. China is expected
to export more styrene while maintaining certain imports in
the future. Based on the global upstream and downstream
expansions and China’s styrene exports in recent years,
new regional trade flows may emerge:
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displacement of 1.6L and less slowed down significantly in
2017 when the car purchase tax was raised to 7.5% which
was still lower than the normal level of 10%. In addition,
the passenger vehicle sales growth kept falling as of
September 2018.
■ The car parc per thousand people is 150 units in China.

Although there is room to grow compared with developed
countries, the growth has slowed markedly since 2010.

■ China will have more opportunities to participate in the

global styrene trade when the arbitrage window opens,
while maintaining certain imports;
■ More China-origin styrene will be shipped to southeast

Asia;
■ Countries who usually export styrene to China now have

to find export opportunities in other destinations (South
Korea is likely to export more styrene to the US, meeting
demand from south America markets).

A 50% CUT IN CAR PURCHASE TAX CAN ONLY
STIMULATE DOMESTIC DEMAND IN THE SHORT
TERM, WITH LIMITED SUPPORT TO FEEDSTOCK
DEMAND GROWTH
For the recent talk of a 50% cut in car purchase tax again,
ICIS believes that impact of the policy is diminishing. The
policy was implemented in 2009 and 2016 respectively,
significantly increasing passenger car sale volumes in the
two years. However, even if the policy is implemented this
year, it is expected to give short-term support to the market
in 2019.
■ The marginal growth rate was only 8% in 2016 when the

policy was implemented for the second time. In addition,
growth in sales volumes of vehicles with an engine

The charts above show that the development of China’s
vehicle market has entered a bottleneck and it is really
hard to recreate the high growth seen in 2016. The industry
development will more depend on new demand engines
generating from improved product quality. Based on the
growth rate of Car Parc statistics in China in recent five
years and the average vehicle scrap rate, the policy is
expected to contribute a maximum 5% growth in the
vehicle sales volume in 2019.
The sales growth in the automobile market will boost
demand for rubber and plastic products, but the increase is
expected to be limited.
Rubber is mainly used to produce tyres. Based on the 2017
market information, one piece of 16-inch tyre of a BUICK
passenger car consumed 5 kilogramme of (kg) of synthetic
rubber, which is mainly produced by styrene butadiene
rubber (SBR). If an additional 5% growth is estimated in
the vehicle industry in 2019 on the back of policy support,
this will increase SBR demand by 25,000 tonnes based
on an expectation that domestic output in 2018 is flat with
2017 and the fact that one new vehicle needs four pieces
of tyres and one spare tyre. This increment will boost up
the SBR market size by about 2.3%. The apparent SBR
consumption was 1.09m tonnes in 2017.
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One passenger car consumes 230-250kg of plastics. With
higher requirements for lightweight and energy saving, the
proportion of plastics used in the vehicle production will
continue to grow. Based on the assumption that domestic
vehicle production will increase by additional 5% in 2019,
the demand for plastics will rise by around 300,000 tonnes.
However, given the plastics market size of 60m tonnes, the
increase is small, so benefits from the policy are mainly
reflected in the boosting of market sentiment.
Therefore, even if the policy is implemented, it will only
stimulate modest consumption expansion in 2019 and
increase feedstock demand to some extent. If the Chinese
government wants to stimulate domestic demand via
policies, more policies should be launched, such as
increasing subsidies for home appliance going rural and
trading-in old home appliances for new ones.
Generally speaking, China remains in the mid to low-end of
the global value chain amid fading demographic dividend
advantage, although it is rising. The high-tech industry will
be China’s main development target in the future according
to the 13th Five-year Plan.
For the petrochemical industry, production of high-value
added products will continue to increase along with start-up
of new integrated refining-chemical projects and technology
upgrade. Then, how to increase exports will be a vital issue.
Increasing the export rebate rates could be considered as
the first step towards the goal. On the domestic demand
side, end-user consumption contributed over 70% to
China’s GDP growth in the recent two years, evidencing its
high importance.
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However, as China’s economy has already gone through
the period of rapid development, support from single
policies to consumption has weakened significantly.
Consumption growth depends upon the combination of
stimulus policies and innovation and upgrade of products.
Meanwhile, this will facilitate demand for upstream
feedstock.
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